Revolution 360° flushing technology with ContinuousClean
Our cleanest flush. Yet.
ContinuousClean technology automatically fights grime, germs and stains with every flush to keep your bowl cleaner longer. Revolution 360 flushing technology sends water around the entire bowl for complete coverage that leaves nothing behind. CleanCoat™ technology prevents bacteria, mildew and mineral deposits from sticking. Together, these technologies give you our cleanest flush yet.

Set up in three simple steps
On select toilets, ContinuousClean is factory-installed and built into the tank. Setup is quick—just follow the three steps below. And once you set it up, you don’t have to worry about it again until the light indicates you need new cleaning tablets. ContinuousClean gives you a truly self-cleaning toilet because there are no buttons to push. It simply cleans automatically and consistently with every flush.

Step 1: Insert two toilet bowl cleaning tablets
All you need are two puck-style toilet cleaning tablets of your choice, affordable and widely available in retail stores and online. Once you access the inside of the tank, open the blue reservoir and place the two cleaning tablets inside. Two cleaning tablets cost approximately $6 and have a lifespan of approximately 1 year.

Step 2: Set the dial
Three settings let you decide how much cleaning power goes into each flush:
- is the recommended dose of cleaning agent
- is less cleaning agent
+ is more cleaning agent

Step 3: Look for the blue light
ContinuousClean comes with two AAA batteries, so there are no cords to worry about. The batteries power the LED indicator light that lets you know the system is working. After inserting the batteries and the tablets, look for a blue pulse (one-second in duration) that indicates the system is working properly and cleaning solution is being delivered.

### SKU Description | Tank SKU | Bowl SKU | Rough-In Options* | Water Usage | Bowl Shape
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
K-5709 Corbelle with ContinuousClean technology | K-5711 | K-4144 | 10", 12" or 14" | 1.28 gpf | Elongated

**Color Options:**

- White

*10" and 14" rough-ins require kit (sold separately)

### AquaPiston® Flush Engine
The driving force behind Revolution 360 is the AquaPiston flush engine. AquaPiston packs a powerful punch to eliminate clogs and works with the factory-installed ContinuousClean system to deliver a consistent amount of cleaning solution to the toilet bowl with every flush.
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